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Thus, at a time when the Republic of Czechoslovakia was functioning
in London, a Czech official wrote a letter to another Czech official
which was alleged to be defamatory of a Czech diplomat then stationed
in Cairo.
It would be difficult to find a set of facts in which the social,
though not the geographical, environment was Czech rather
than English, and yet in an action for libel brought by the
diplomat the Court of Appeal held that, since every act had
occurred in England, it was not entitled to apply a Czech rule
which would regard the letter as absolutely privileged.1
In another case a Scots engineer was injured during the
course of his employment on a ship belonging to Scottish owners
while she was lying in Dominican waters. Again, it would be
no exaggeration to describe the environment as Scottish, but
none the less the Court of Session held that the engineer's claim
for damages must fail unless he could prove that it was action-
able by Dominican law.z
Presumably, however, the court would feel constrained to
apply the test of social environment or of the proper law in the case
of a tort committed in some remote part of the world where the
writ of a lawgiver does not run, as, for example, where an assault
on a colleague is committed by a member of a scientific expedi-
tion to the South Pole. Indeed, it is only in such abnormal
circumstances as these that the suggestion of recourse to the
proper law seems to have any merit. Even where one English-
man assaults another in the course of a foreign coach tour, there
is no obvious reason why the local law should be displaced.
English law has not adopted any of these three possible
tests. Instead, according to the prevalent view, it has so in-
,/ timately blended the lex loci delicti commissi and the lexfori that
the court is not the mere guardian of its own public policy, but
is required to test the defendant's conduct by a reference to the
English as well as to the foreign law of tort. The rule on the
matter is very far from satisfactory^ It is the result of the inter-
pretation put by judges and jurists upon a certain passage in
the^ judgment of Willis J. delivered over ninety years ago in
The passage reads as follows :
1	$zalatnay-$tacho v* Fink, [1947] K.B. i.
2	2£f*ww v' I.beria Stinm Co. (1955), S.L.T. 49; ^ Lloyd's Rep. 372.
3	Tins dual test is apparently applied in no other country outside the Common-
wealth except China and Japan, Lorenzen, Selected Articles on the Conflict of
Lotos, p. 376.
4	(i87o),L,R,6Q.B. 1,28.

